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ABSTRACT 
Objective of this study is to construct and investigate the behavior 
of a pulse stretcher (peak rectifier) circuit as designed by.R. M. Larsen 
in 1972, to understand its behavior quantitatively and make suggestions on 
how to improve its performance. 
A detailed quantitative theory of operation is developed wh.ich suffi-
ciently well predicts the limit and roll off towards extremely short pulses 
J (1 n sec). Three ranges of pulse length are distinguishable where different 
effects influence the calibration factor. 
Altogether it is possible to measure pulse height of single pulses 
down to 8 n sec duration. Detection of single pulses is possible down to 
1 n sec. 
Agreeable linearity is achieved up to 4 volts input with an uncertainty 
in zero point corresponding to 0.01 volt. 
Since circuit performance was understood in detail, it is possible to 
suggest improvements for further design. 
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I. Introduction 
In many electrical engineering applications, especially in operations 
with pulses, there arises the need to detect and measure pulse heights at 
high speeds . The --development of Q-switched lasers and non-linear optical 
instruments made it necessary to utilize more accurate and fast peak detec-v ~ 
tion systems. The demand for high peak detection and measurement comes 
about from the fact that in many non-linear optical experiments peak inten-
sity rather than the energy of a single laser beam became more important. 
In other experiments, such as dual beam spectroscopy using tunable 
pulsed lasers, it was a necessity to correct beam intensity for shot to shot 
fluctuations ~f pulsed lasers, hence the pulse intensity had to be measured 
very fast and accurately. Although there are other methods to measure pulse 
height, such as the gated integrators, the method used in this work is faster 
and more accurate than those which are currently available. This has been 
demonstrated by Swafford-McClain. 1 2 The circuits designed by Larsen and 
Swafford-McClain operate on the same principle of pulse stretching. The 
original Larsen circuit, which was designed in 1965, is capable of measuring 
peaks of pulses that are 20 to 50 nano seconds in duration while an improved 
version by Swafford-McClain, 1973, is said to be capable of handling pulses 
that are few nano seconds in duration. The improvement of the latter circuit 
follows the trends of new semi-conductor technology development. In this 
repprtLan investigation of this matter is presented. 
-1-
·11·... Problem Survey and Theory 
f,n: c.on,ft·guta:tfon, -~nd principle of olle.ration. Howev~r, ;the .. difo:f.er·ence is in 
the: .ttatis-is:tor·s.· gnd element value·s th~_y· utilize. The out:pqt· indicators are. 
,al.s·o_: di.f.f~rent .s:t.nc,e they wer~ clesi:gned, ·t:o· :aid some speci'f-~:c< need ra the·r 
. 
. th~.:ii: a di.rec. t :niea·s-utement (;:ff. p_t1l·se helgh ts • 
ln: order tt> have. -~- bett:,er tinderstanding of the. _probl:em,. ·ft· is n.eo:e·s.sar:Y' 
p·J;"._tn:ciples of Operation 
·The ·basic pri_n.G-~_pl:~ t.ha.t· :a· simple,: :p't)lse st.r·:_et:cher circli~Lt .wor·ks 
. '·~ 
. 
D 
R C 
Figure 1. P.eak. Rectifier 
Wl;l¢n. a :pt.llse 'bf amplitude -V is applied to the input of. such a circuit, 
the c,apa.c:itt>r, ·c·, will charge up to -V with a time constant CRs; Rs being 
.the ,diod:e dynamic resistance. The vo_ltage, hence the charge collected on the 
ca-paci:tor will remain· at -V when the input pulse returns to its intital value 
:s··ft1c.e: there will be no' current flow through the reverse biased diode. Thus, 
·.~2-
· 1 ? •-i, .. ,:,; 
,;. 
\ 
:the output is proportio:na-1 to the peak of the input pulse to which the capac-
itor was charged. The limitations of that simple circuit c.an be outlined as 
.follows: 1): At high speed, the junction capacitanc·e: of the diode will affect 
·t:he: pe_tf·o,tman_ce. Some of the char.ge already stor¢·d: <;>.t'l: t.h~. capacitor C will 
red·isttihu.te .ftse"lf into the diode. when the pui:se end·s. 2-): When the peak 
·v:oitage: -i.s in the order of magnitude of. llund:r~·d. tn:Lll'i,tolts:.,. the dynamic re-
:Si~t_a11c.e of· the diode i.s. very high, resulting in a:t1. att~~nuation of the puls:e ._ 
AJ_·though: ·.t·he· .sc~:t:uatt:on· c:cln ·be improved. thr:ough ·feeq.]?:ack, this results· .in 
. . ..... ·. . ·. . 3 bandwidth limitations •. . . . - .. ·. . . .· .. . 
.. . . ·. . 2- . 'I'q -:i~prove on this t)a_si_c. pr:irtciplEt, ·1a:rae_n · in 1.965, cieveloped a system 
~ 
·, 
tJ.·t::i.::t.izing: current switching ·instead of voltage switching. This principle is 
·best approached in two. -steps. :In figure 2, a common transistor ha-s :been adge·d 
Q 
Dl 
E 
B 
-
F. • 2'· .. : :ig.- . _.·. P.eak: Rectifier Using a Transistor 
Input to the circuit shown in figure 2 is a negative pulse of a fixed 
duration·and sharp rise. The current flow through the emitter is the input 
voltage divided by the small impedence of the input circuit which is composed 
of the connnon base circuit input impedence, ZE. This current passes through 
the transistor of unity current gain into the diode. As compared to the 
simple circuit of figure 1, the transistor acts as an impedence transformer. 
-3-
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. --:··.· ··-.-- ._, . ' 
th.is_ iin.p1roves:= 1:±mit·atio.11 2). ~t"be. ·.·ne·w· G_·ft'c·:ui:t:, 'however, has become an inte-
·:grator instead of·--~· ·pe-a.k :detec·torf -I11 o;r·der. t.·o convert it back to a peak 
.:sensing device, a small dff:fe·r.en·tia:t·J:ng c:apa:c:Lto:r :c::D :is ,ad_ded. -in- .. frclnt .• -
Gompare with figure 3. 
Dl 
l I 
-• 
F;i_g •. 3. Current Switching P.uls.e. Str~tche:r.. 
·Now the :d.ifferentiating :and int:~·g;r&-tit1.g .a.ff·e.cts compensat_e :a-nd ·t:he· ±n,-· 
:pu·t. ·p:eak vo·l.tc::1:g-e. will app.ea·t aqro·ss c1.. A simpli·t·ied analysis: can -b.e, :made 
p~~:1ec t-i:p.g_ z_E. We have. :in La p·la·c:ian= .rtota.·tion 
I . 
·E: 
-·· __ y.-(~}. 
---··. 
I .(t.). 
·E -·· 
1 .. 
SC·D 
·-:~ 
·c-.... 
.. D 
.d 
dt v. (:t')··· -->1rt· · 
:S=ince the ca p·ac i tn:r e:·quctt:fo-ri i:s: Q1 ·= :C1 Y· . :and. ·Q1_ :_is ch-E? .G·hc3;~g~:. brought by 
.. I .. 
IE ( t), since. I_E. I.=,· 
. c·-·· 
·Q· -·- :::;: . _Jr: t.. . . Ct:)·._ 
··:.I.. o E. ···. 
QI = ·CD Vin (T) 
==- ,t.c 
o·· · D 
·d ~ v_1"··n· .. · (t:._)_.:dt dt. 
therefore CD ... ,v1n.: .=. c1vr where v1 i_.s :the: .ou:t:pu:t:- voltage hence 
· ..... ~ 
. - . 
..;,. 
•. 
c. 
'V . -= -~ V. out ·C ... · in I 
1 
It is seen £;rom equation (1) th~t ·the output voltage .ls linearly propor··tiona'l. 
to the peak :i,nput voltage, constant of proporti·on~lity depending up.on the 
choice of cap·ac:i.t .. ors. L1mi tation 2) is ess~-n~t:iall.y ·e·liminated ·Erinc.e the 
collector. junc::t.i.911 Cppacitance is betwe·en collector and bas·.e·,. ·1:.herefore, it 
is· simply paralle·l to CI. At time T, the input returns to the initial value 
'h:ence the _p·olarity o·f the- pulse is changed making the dio-de non-conductive 
leaving the peak val·ue· of ·V .. _ .. on .tbe capacitor. To understand better the · 
·In 
operation of .the :;c.:ircui.t,- le_t ti_s c·onsider the fo·llowing examples: let t.1s 
-as.:sume t:hat we 9.-pp.ly t_o .the .input of the circtfit: in figure 3, the two ·d·:Lf:--.-
'feren.t :waveforms 
T 
V 
C 
....L. 
T 
V 
C 
_l 
a.s shown .. in 
• 
t 
t 
f:igure 
(a) 
(b) 
4. 
IE 
I' E 
' 
Fig. 4. Input-Output Waveforms for Circuit in Fig .• 3 
The pulse in figure 4a, when differentiated by CD' :w.il:1. :pr-o.du~:e t·he 
current IE. The pulse in figure 4b will only produce Ii<IE, since the 
risetime is longer. .Af·ter integration, however, both will have charged CI· 
to the same voltage V_ .since the differentiated pulse in figure 4b has C ·. 
longer duration. 
-5-
'I:I-A. 2 Dynamic Range 
:Since the transistor in· :f'j_·gur..~: 3, i_s· ·o_iased at zero current, non-
),·iriearities limit the dyn~mic range. The equivalent T-model of a transistor 
in common base mode is given in figure 5. 9 
r 
E 
Oi----
) 
I 
e 
C 
e 
B 
C 
C 
~-nc 
re. is t-he e:nti·tt:er. t.es:i_s:tanc:e··~- rb is the base resistance·, .and Ct.0 is, ::the 
.slto·:r·t c·itcttit cutr·ep.t g~_i.tt-. T-h·e incr:eme.n·tal current gain Ic/I:E :i~ equal .. -to: 
-a0 .a-t: low f.te-que1Jcies·. a0 is g_itr"en by 
-"-
- -1/ 
D Wn 
e eo 
D L p b e bo 
+ -- -1/cS, 
where De and ·pb· :~re diffusion cons tan ts, Le and Lb are dif fus-,ion l.engths in 
emitter and base respectively. W is the base width, n is the equilibrium eo 
,minority carrier concentration and pbo is the base equilibrium hole concen-
.... 
tration. cS represents the defects of the transistor due to 1) minority 
.. ,.~ .. . . . . 
:ca.rrier :i~jec-tion. into emitter, 2) recombination in base. 7 The dependence 
-6-
c· 
,~ 
:of e-x<ie:ss·. minority carriers on ·t:he, em:i.:t.ter cturtertt is an exponential I.'~'ia:t::ion?' 8 
.1:n :np.11. ·s:il!con transistors, at low current levels, the defects increase 
s:t~on-g~y- ·b,e.cause of th(:?. recombination in emitter junction space charge layer: •.. 
As :b:.:fas is appl:f~d,. :_an. excess minority, carrier concentration is caused by . - . . . . 
i.njeqtiQ-n ,?~d :progres.s:ively ·-re·comb._ina_tion slows down. Thus the effective 
·rife time o.f· ex.cess min_ori-:ty cortcentrati·on in the ba:s.e .increases. This re-, 
sults in a· ·d:ec·rease in a_0.,.. :_fhe va.rfa:tion of {t0_ ·w:ttJ:1 IE is given in re,fe.·rep.ce: 
9 as in figure 6. 
0( 
1 
0.9 
0.8 
0 .•. 7 
0.6 
o.s 
0.4 
0.3. 
- 0.2 
• &. ··= ...... ~i - .. - ,_ - :·· .. ~ :· ·e-. .• -~- - - ... . . ····-· . . . .... ·- -·-- ··•·· -·- ·-1 ... --··2 4 6 7 3 5 
,Fig. 6. Variation of DC Current Gain With Input 
Current FDr CB Mode 
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S-ince a behave·s_ nonlinearly -a:~_- shown in· figure 6, the relationship between. 
IE and IC is nonlinear for s:ma'll values of IE as given in figure 7. 
•• 
. F::-±g. 7. Input-Output Current Relation For a Transistor 
When. ·-the- inp,i:t:. ·pul$e· 'ha·s :a very small amplitude· ·or·· 'lon_ger risetime, it_s' 
differentia·ted amp:1:itude 'Will: l;>'e small. W4en t,h±s smal.1 amplitude is im-
pre$.se,d on :the t·r-ansis··t_o.:r:, t·he:: dutput current, IC, will also be small. 
Obvi:oti-s-1.y_, th.~ ~:,ctmum:: ctrrre·nt is:· also limtted by saturation. Therefore, 
ft can :be .cqncl:uded: tli::at ·there: i·s a_ l·irnita-:tion in 'the dynamic range in pulse 
I_J~B:•· Swafford-McClain c:ircu:iA: 
/ 
Ba:se,c;l -upon_ the principle e.xp·la:Ln.ed in Part 1I-A. l it t~ ::pctssible to 
b.u:Lld a reliable·. circuit that :can stretch small width pulses provided that 
ope could have transistors that react fast. In 1973, Robert L. Swafford 
and W. M .•. Mc.Clain~ .. built- .. a .p.ul se s--t-r-etcher ··circuit· for -t·heir ·· laser··· experi..;;; · · 
ments upon_ Larsen's principle and original design. 
-.8-
' 
./J 
'The' ~µp_µt, S't.ci_ge. is. composed of an emitter f-ollower cirqt1i.t, Ql, for 
:1;·ea.s.-ons.. of isolatioti and impedence ma tching.f The output stage ·is composed 
.... 
of a Darlington pair,.,. :Q5-Q6, in ord~:t: to avoid loading of the capacitor c1 
and, to have a low ·impede11ce :_output-. signal; Since, for their sp.ecific purpose, .. 
th·~y wanted to feed it into an. analo.g tb d.,igi.tal conv~rt:ei;. ~-The schematics 
of tb·e c_ircuit is given in figqte 8 •. : 
1-.1 Ql Q4 IK 
Ql lO .2,2.k 
Q3 
-
Pl 
-\1,5 l)I 3.1 
:i.-~K 4;Jk 
Fig. 8. Swafford-McClain Circuit 
B:efo:r.e: gt>ing 1·nto· actual numerical. calcµla::-1:ipn o.f th·e frequency response 
le-t us se·e. :how· the :circuit operates. A.s stated before, Ql is the emitter 
follower citcui.t clriving the differentiator. CD, is the dif ferentia,tin._g. 
capacitor,_ q:·2 .i$ the transi.stor ·q . . and emitter to base junction of transistor 
Q4 replace$ :the· ·d:iode: ]) iti figure 3. Transistor Q3 is a current source de-
livering 1 ,1nA to'. t-he circuit. Its point of operati-on is adjusted by potent-
:iometer· Pl so that the diode Dl is just merely conducting (lOµA).- The cur-
:rent from Q3 flows through Q2 and Pl, hence setting the point of operation 
of Q2. Transistor Q4 is so biased that it is at the threshold of conduction 
~u~ ___ sti~l _ i~. ~1!~.,."off_" ___ ~q_11dit;ioµ. ___ ):'h~ .. i_n.put p_ulse ia __ f_ir~.t d.iff erent.iated ... 
by CD and R in series with the emitter resistance of the transistor Q2. The 
-9- ( 
., 
,• 
( 
differentiated signal :passes :th;r:ough: Q:.2. \. The negative pa.rot. o·f the dif.fe·.r~ 
entiated pulse, draws more .cu.rr:e1tt· .f:rom Q.3 ·through Q2 wh:i.c·h, in turn, affects· 
the quiescent point of Q4 which t.urn~ ''pn", hence storing charge in c1 . .As 
the differentiated pu·l.se returns. to zero, the quiescent points of the cit·cuit. 
are restored, bet1ce: Q.4 :i:;; off ag·ctitt. The current through Q2 is. b·a .. ck t:o i.ts 
or igina 1 ·'7a]~;ue· .. ~ 
i.ty cJ1rrent. t:o the Jurtc.tion :O·f .D.l a..·pd .. Q4 which is :instantly shunted to 
gr.ound by· Dl. s:inc~~ Q.·4. s··ta·ys. in ·o·£:f conditi.on,. :~he. G'.harge stored in ·C1 is 
th:e '.sa.me ·as· th.e in;i/t.::L:a..l ch.ar:gin:g th·at .is: pt·o:po;t.·tionai to the input. peak· 
pulse. c.I dischar.ge.s th·rough a res·is·.tart.ce, :R1 ,. p.1:pced it1 shunt: with- ·:t:t. 
Na.:turally, the decaying ·time ctlnst:ant of· :t:he outpu·t :is ·c:.1,R1 •.. 
Now, the circuit ·will ·be .an.alyzed ·to determine ·its lmitati.ons .• 
Since the. cf:r·c·u·i·t i·s a $W:itc.h·.fng. one, we are ·fac·e4 ·w:ith a tra·nsc:t·e:nt. 
ana.lysi:s. ·To· .si.nipJ~tf.y the. ,anaty·s·is, we calculat:~ th:e t~ans ient respon.:s'e. 
. . 
pround each trc:1ns.ist.or, thus d·ividing t·he c:,:ir.c.u:it. itltO· four stages: the 
tnvµt E;tag·e .. ,. diff.er-enti.iitdr., integrat.o.r ~ and .out·pu,-t stages,. 
t:r.-c.·.. --~~-·~n.si:$·tor :switching-Times. 
B'efore caic.u.lating, it is .. i-n. order that we d.efine .the constants· suc·h. a·s 
the delay time, risetime, storage time, and fall time for the tranai:stors, 
:and derive t·he ·general expressions for thes.e: in order to facili't:.c1te calcu-· 
- .• ·.·; . . . -.. - -- --,·- --. -· ... ,. -~ ---- -- _:. __ , __ ...... ~--~-- _ _-;:. .. .-. ~-··-.-;·~·-'. .'.· :. ·. -:· .... .• .... :, •. , -- ... ~ .·• .:. . -·- . - . . - . - . 
·Ffg. 9(a) Input to· Circuit in Fig. g: 
V. 1n 
(a) 
t 
..... -+----+.- p -.. t s 
t 
t 
::Fi~g-• .9 (b} Ot1t·P.:tit: :waveform of Circuit in Fig. 8 to Input Wavefwrm in ·(,a) 
If t-1:i:e. lnpu.t wavefo·tm,. v1 , in figure 9 is «:fppl.ied ·between the base :and= 
.emit·t:er -through a resistor R
8
, 
~ill be as in f·igur~ 9b4' 5 ' 7 • 
... 
the response :Of th-e co·ll:e:c::to:r curot·:·ertt, i , 
c .. 
By d·efinit·ion t .... ·.i·s the· ·ae·1,ay t·itne,. t .. :is· the 
·· ·· ·id ·· r 
tisetime, t 8 is the storage time, and tf ii:; the fall time. Now, l~t us 
-ob~erve the f~cttJ):s that: c:or1tr.ipµ:t:~ ·t'o· these time cons·ta:ptis·it: 
I.I-c .1 Delay_ 'T:i~e 
fhe time it· takes the ··t·ra.ns·ist.or· to start to turn on from the time the 
in]Jtit: :Pulse_, ··v1 is impr·essed up.on it, is called the delay time, abbreviated 
4· 
td .• : Two fac-tors contribut~ tp_ ·tne delay time: 1) the non-zero time it takes 
to charge the j:unctio:n- p·a_p.acitors to bring the transistor into the active 
region; 2) a. ri.on~z~.:r.o .t-lme: required tor minority carriers to travel through 
the bas.e t·owards th~ Cio·-11,_e_c-tor. It is possible to derive an analytical 
expression for the delay time of transistors depending on their physi-
cal characteristics. Consider the hybrid TI model of a transistor (fig-
ure 10) • 4., 5 
C 
E 
C~e 
(a) (b) 
Fig. lO(a) Hybrid TI-Model of Transistor 
Fig. lO(b) Approximate Model at Cut-Off 
At cut-off the circuit of Figure 10a reduces to that of Figure 10b 
since it is possible to define R' =Rs+ rbb,, where rbb, is the base 
spreading resistance. Resistor rb'e = hf /g and since at cut-off e m 
~ = O, rb'e approaches a very large value and being in shunt we can 
neglect it. The capacitor Cb'e is a function of emitter current and 
we can express it as emitter junction transition capacitance, CTe. 5 
Resistance rb'c is usually large and for purposes of fast switching 
can be neglected having only the base collector transition capacitance, 
And since g = 0, we can neglect the generator g Vb, • m m e Capacitor 
charging time tdl can be calculated from figure 10b. If the transistor 
had stayed in the cut-off rpgion the voltage would have gone from v1 
to v2, so 
Vb'e = v2 + (V1 - v2)e - t/Ti which is the basic charging equa-
tion where T. - R' (C + CTc) • For the em.i tter to start conducting, 1 Te 
5 a voltage V, called the cut-in voltage, has to be reached. Therefore y 
letting Vb'e = Vy, we find tdl as 
-12-
= ln 2 
The time it takes for the carriers to reach the collector is calculated 
4 7 to be' 
where WT= 2~fT, fT being the frequency at 
which the common emitter gain is unity. 
11-C.2 Rise Time 
The rise time £or a transistor is defined as the time required for 
the collector current to reach its maximum value, after the delay time 
has elapsed, for a signal applied between the base and emitter. 13 
The transistor is driven by the waveform in figure 9a. If the 
input impedence, R, is very large compared to the base-emitter imped-s 
ence h. , the current that drives the transistor into saturation (peak 1e 
of pulse) must be 
-
-
Since C has to be charged, a transistor that is driven by a re-c 
. . h h f 1 · · 4 ,6 s1st1ve source, sows t e response o a ow-pass circuit. 
i = I , (1 - e t/T) 
out ss (3) 
where I is the steady state current value, and Tis the circuit time ss 
constant. Since, ·according to references 5, 6, 7 and 12, the steady 
state value of collector current is hFERsIB2/(Rs + hie), and T=l/2rrf2• 
Therefore, substituting these into equation (3), one can write for the 
-13-
It is shown in 
i 
C 
-
-
~E references 4, 12, and 16 that 2nf2 = (l+wTR C ). WT CC 
(4) 
Substituting 2nf2 into equation (4) and recalling that R >> h. , one s 1e 
gets . -.. - ' 
-t/T 
h I (1 - e r), ic = FE B2 
and R is the collector resistance. C is the collector transition C C 
capacitance. Equation (5) governs the rise of the output current. 
(5) 
(6) 
The transistor will go into saturation if the base current magni-
tude is 
I 
cs 
~E 
-
-
V 
cc 
-h R , where V cc is the collector bias 
~EC 
voltage. 
The value of collector saturation current is I • 
cs 
equation (5) one can calculate the risetime as 
Hence, using 
(7) 
where N1 = ~EIB2/Ics = IB2/IBA' which is called the overdrive factor. 
One can now define the "turn on" time ·as the sum of delay and 
risetimes: 
+ 
II-C. 3 ·· S to rage·.L T:hme 
t 
r 
-
- t 
on 
• 
The storage time is defined in relation to the turn off process 
-14-
_., 
after the pulse ·ha-s·: ende.d. ·When the input pulse ends, at fi_;t:;E.lt-,: f.or 
a certain ·t:_inie,.. there ·:Ls :11..0 change in the output current. This: .is due· 
to th·ef f·a..c·t. tha:t i·t takes a certain time to remove the exce·ss- minority 
- - 7 8 ca/r:ri,e·r:s f-.:rom th.e base ' • So, we def-ine the time from the. time the 
.i.Il:Pift· _p:u1s·~ tti~n:s off to the time ·th..e collector current just starts t.o 
£"all- dqwn. ·f·'ro.m its max~mµ.m: :as the S'tor·age time. 4 ' S' 6 ' 7 ' g 
.A·s. no iJlO·re cut.r·ent I$ a_pp--lied, the transistor has: to· c·ome· l>a·c.k t·o· t·he 
cut,.,.off re~ion9 (inverse process). 
:fix;~d ,~11d- ·tl1e·re is •a ·c'har_ge, :QB =. .. QB;A + QB_·S in. the base. QB.A fs- tb~-
b:c~.$.e· c~h.ctrg·e-: -and QJjS' is: th~ .ex·c·._e·$s sa tutation charge. When. curizent .at 
the lnpu.t changes: apr_µp'·t:1)1 :from r_-Bz: to ·i.131_ -following ·th~ inptrt v.olta·g.e· 
-c-hange, one Gan_, ·wr-l:te. the b~ts·ic cha:rg~~.e:ej_ntto.1 .. f3:qµa:t-ion·7,·8.:~ 9 as 
. ,· 
... • 
--· 
-· 
Q .. 
:···BS· + T· 
. s: 
·Wh¢·re, Tb is the base ·t:,ime: c(>"ns:tant lifetime: o'.·f ,minority carrier·s in 
the, base region and T.s -is the saturation :chat::ge ·parameter rep.resenting 
the recombina-iion tendency of stored charge defined as T8=(QB8 /IBS) d:·~· 16 
.. .· .. -4· . 
:s.i1tce· ·QBAIBA·T0_.-.· ·wl1e,r:e .I_BA- ·is· the initially present peak base current, 
on.e has. 
S9lv.i.ng the above equation ·for QBS with the initial conditicm tha:~. 
Q.B·S =. Ts IBS, where IBS is the current necessary to maintain excess 
satura-tion charge QBS, and remembering that IB2 = IBS + IBA one has 
-15-
• (8) 
:The -~torage tiJ;fie ·is d·e·termined when QBS = 0 at t = T : , :wh:et-e t 
.S: S 
is defined as- the time it takes to come out of saturation. 'f..heref ore 
substituting equation (8) yields 
t 
s 
T 
s 
:°11.· + WI 
= =---------
W.W (1 - a.N0a10_),< ·· N·I 
.ari.d .tBA. ·= ·r·c·s/hFE = (l ~ (1NO)./a,N0-1cs: :, 
·wh·e:re t-he w's :a.-.r .. ~·. upper. 3·: :db .&a-.in .fJ:;~que,ncies· .and a 's are cu.rrent 
:e:r;~ns.f:~.r :_xq;tios in ·normal an:d inv:erse cJpe,t,a.·t.ion denote.cl by subscript 
:FaL1 time:: th.e t·ime it ,ta,k,e.s· ·the collector current to .:fall from 
it-s. _ma:,c-i,ntnti va'lue .. to: its nii.r.tililunt.: val-:ue 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 15 , is calcula;te·d in a 
·Th·e cut·r~n .. t· :;Le. wt.1-1 .s.ta-_r:t fr,am Ic-s -~nd. would :go to. ::hFEI13.-1 if the 
:ttan-si-,st.or· :t}~J.n:tJ:_ntt,ed ta- ·b-_eh-ave ;J~iti_ec:tr·-ly- sinc.e. _o-rre ·-wo-uld be ln ~ctfve 
-- -· -. - ·
4 , 15 Th ·:·b-........ - - ... ·· · ·r· ···11· · · • • 1 11 ~e~1,on.. : ·e · ase curr:·ent: . 'Bl Wl- .· . p;ers1st unt1 co ector current 
reaches zero. lit ana.·l.o'gy to :the ove·rpr:iv~ factor N1 , one can define a 
parameter N2 ·= -~ErB1/rcs wh:ich is )positive. s·ince Ics and IBl are of 
opposite sign. Therefore qsing equation (5) one can calculate the fall 
.. 
tf = Ir in (1 +· l/N2J 
··wh:ere ~r. ·is· given by equ:ation (6):. 
~-
:we 'hav.e now calc.tilated the: storage time and the fall time from 
1I-D Numeric_·al Analysis 
II-D.l Inpu·t: Stage 
d·· .. · ... • f. 11 .- ___ rawn· ·1_1;1 .. 1g.ure- .. · .• 
R 
R 
C 
Ql 
C 
C 
V 2 
1r~g .• _ 1.1-~.· .Irtp.ut Sta_:ge. of McClain-Swa·ff-'o __ rd _Ci:rcuit 
(1:0) 
. . . 
We shall attemp.t t·q :f.i-nd: the rise time, storage time, fall time, 
and delay time in ord·e;r t.o see what the lower limit of pulse duration 
will be. We also know from electronic circuit theory that an emitter 
follower has a gain very close to unity, hence we neglect attenu-
. 4,5,7,9,10,11 
ation. 
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Consulting equations 2, 2a, 7, 9, and 10, one can determine the 
time constants numerically. To find tdl' one needs to know CTe and 
CTc as well as the base spreading resistance and the current gain and 
the cut-in voltage. These values are supplied by the manufacturer of 
the transistor. The circuit in figure 11 utilizes a 2N3486 transistor 
11 for Ql whose characteristics are as follows: 
fT = 350, aNO = 0.05, Rb'b = 50, = 0.5 
~E = 18.5 
Vy= 0.5 volts. A9suming that v1 = 0 and v2 - -0.8 volts, one gets 
R' =Rs+ \rb = 10 + 50 = 60~ 
CTc + CTe = 5 x 10-lZF 
From Eq. 2: tdl = (60)(5 X 10-12) fn 005++0~88 
= 0.3 X lQ-9 ln 1.623 = (.3)(0.48)10-g 
- 0.144 x 10-9 = 0.144 n sec 
1/3(1/2nfT) l/3(1/2rr350·106) -9 td2 - - - 2.17T(l0 ) -
td2 - 0.151 n sec -
Therefore , tdl + td2 - 0.144 + 0.151 - 0.295 n sec - -
"' 0.30 n sec -
To find the rise time we use.Equation 7. Therefore, 
1 
T = 18.5 { 6 + (3 X 10-12)(2.4 X 103)} r 2n350 x 10 
-9 
= 7.65 X 10 (18.5) 
-18-
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3 2.4 X lQ 
-
IB2 = 0 . 8 / 10 = 0 . 08 = 8 0 -mA 
tr = (18.5) (7.65)10-9 R.n 
10 mA 
. ..1 
-= (7.65)(18.5)10-9 1n (1.0065) 
= (7,65)(18,5)10-9 (0,00487) = 0.699 X 10-9 $~ 
:t = 0. 7 0 n s·ec 
·r 
So the total turn on time is tdl + td2 + tr = 0,30 + ,70 ::; l n set. 
To calcul~t;_e: -the. =storage time we refer t·o ~.quation 3. But, before 
. that, let us calculate IBl, The CTe' base emitter capacitance has 
charged up to a certain volt.a·ge: by a current of 0. 08 A through 600 
resistor (bulk resistance of transistor and 100 resistor in series) . 
The time constant for this charging up of the: capacitance is 
t. = 0.18(10-9) sec. Therefore Q = (0.08).(0,18)10-9 = 0.0244(10-9) 
·r 
·Goulombs . Hence the voltage is 
-9 
y, = (0.0244)lO = (0.0081)103 volts 
.b e (J)l0-12 
Since Vb'e = -8.1, IBl = -Vb'e/R + ~b since v1 = 0 
-8.1 1Bl = 60 
.r; -- ' • ~' 
- 0.130 A= -130 mA. The low frequency gain aNO' upper 
3dB gain frequency, WN' inverse low frequency gain, a10 , and inverse 
11 upper 3dB gain w1 are given by the manufacturers as: 
-19-
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aNO = 0.05 a.IO - 0.01 -
WN - 2.47TfT WI - 27TfT - 27T350 (106) - -
27TfI (2. 2) 
0.83(10-9) T - (2)(2.4)TI2f;(l-0.0005) -- -s 
IBA= 0.010/18.5 = 0.054 A 
t 
s = (0.83)(0.13)10-9 = 0.108 n sec 
Therefore 
and 
The last factor to calculate for the input stage is the fall time, 
-9 T was found during the calculation of rise time as T =(142)10 ns 
r r 
1B2 130 
N2 = -~E • I = 18.5 • 10 = 242 >> 1 By equation 10 
cs 
tf - (7.65)(18.5)10-9 tn(l + 1/242) 
= 142(10-9) tn(l + 0.00413) 
tf = 0.57 n sec 
The total turn off time of the transistor is 
ts+ tf = 0.108 + 0.57 = 0.678 n sec= 0.68 n sec 
The total time for an off and on time is 
t 0 n + toff = 1.00 + 0.68 = 1.68 n sec 
The time constants and pulse is drawn to scale in Figure 12. 
According to these calculations input stage can handle a pulse of 
about 1 nano second duration repeating itself every 1.7 nano seconds. 
f 
················'------------·-·-----
Hence, the frequency of pulses should be at most 0.6 GHz. 
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
t 
2 I 
4 I 
I ---- Input Output 6 I 
s .... ----- ------- ·-· 
V 
The ·dirferea1tiator :ct:j.:_pc:u:it .tons:ists of a ca·pac:fta.tic:.e:· ip s~ries 
.. 
-wi.th .a sma,l:l :r~$i.s·tcinc.e. gp·ouri.~:ed. by a larger res.istanq:~ as i'll.ustrated 
i.n f ~:g_ure. ·13·>., 
o~I~ Q2 
D2 
o_ 2s 
- 12.5 
.Fig. ~.3. Different_ia..tor Circui~: 
-~ 
:R is rtece:ssa.ry iri o-rder not to :overdrive Q.2 at short risetimes·. Th'.e 
v~lue __ of ___ 20 ___ q_!1ms ___ is _____ a __ compromise. It results in a t-±Ine- cons~n t of· 
RC= (20)(150) = 3 n sec. 
r·n section I-A,. the idea.I bel.i:clviour of the differentiator has: 
., 
' 
been considered. A more detailed analysis is necessary to understand 
the deviations from the ideal case. Therefore, let us consider the 
waveform in figure 14a. 
V 
i 
OU 
I' 1 
• 1 
T ,... __ _ 
t 
r 
t 
t 
Fig. 14(a) Input Waveform to Circuit of Figure 13 
Fig. 14(b) Output Current Response to Waveform in Part (a) 
The analytical equations for the waveform in figure 14a are: 
for t - 0 to t - t V. (t) - -(V/t )t - - -r 1 , n. 
for t - t to t - T - t V. ( t) -
-v - -r r 1 
for t - T to t - t V. (t) - V/t (t - t) -p p 1 r p 
Assumimg that this pulse • the input the RC circuit the 1S to 
rentris given by the following equation: 
-22-
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• 
dV Ri!_ + i 
dt C (11) - = dt 
Solving equation 11 for the waveform given in figure 14a, one gets: 
- 0 il 
-t/T (12a) for t to t - t = -VC(l-e )/t - - r r 
-for t t to t - T - t il = 0 (12b) -r r 
Ve t-T 
-• for T ( e 
-1) (12c) t = to t = t 11 =- T p t 
r 
where T = RC, the circuit time constant. 
The general appearance of the current as given by the above 
equations will be that of figure 14b. If one considers the fall of i
2
, 
one finds that it decays according to equation 13: 
t - t 
-t /T vc 
- r r i2 (t) - - - (e ) (1 - e ) - t T 
r 
For the RC circuit not to attenuate the pulse, there shou1J< be 
enough time for the current to fall down to essentially zero before 
the input pulse starts to drop. 
(13) 
When One integrates the equations 12 and 13 to find the voltage, 
after an ideal integrater one gets: 
when 
V 
C 
vc 
=-
t 
r 
=~ ( 
t 
r oo 
f (1 - e -t/T)dt + f (1 
0 t 
r 
- t /T 
t + T r T + e - T - Te r 
-t /T t - t 
- e r )(e - ~~-r) dt 
T 
JJ 
-t /T 
r 
vc (14) --
In the circuit, the integration of i 2 is stopped at the time T, 
the input pulse begins to fall. If T »r this will not affect 
the value of V. However, when T approaches T, the integration will C 
be interrupted by the onset of the positive pulse in i 2 • In this case, 
-23-
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selecting T as the upper limit of the integration in equation 14, 
V (t) is obtained: 
C 
VC [ V (T) = - t 
C t r 
r 
+ 
-t/T Te 
T-t 
- r 
T < vc - Te (15) 
Figure 15 shows the drop off of V at short pulse length. This seems C 
to be a serious limitation of the circuit. Making T small (R small) 
will increase the peak current to be passed by Q4, therefore, limiting 
the dynamic range, especially with pulses of short risetime. Also, 
it is not reasonable to adjust T for pulses shorter than can be 
handled by Ql and all other involved stages. R = 20 ohms is a sound 
compromise since T = 3 n sec. This is about the shortest pulse that 
can be passed by Ql without much attenuation. 
The values of the currents represented in figure 14b, for the 
numerical example carried out here, are as follows: 
(0.8)(150)(10-12) 
(0.6)(10-9) 
I{ - i 2 {0.8) = -38e -0.8-0.6 3 --
I 2 = i 3 (1.7) - Ii= 38 - 35 = 3 mA 
and by equation 15, 
V = 18 mV 
C 
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(1 - e-0 • 613 ) = 38 mA 
- 35mA 
.. 
I 
N 
V, 
I 
·, 
. .:; 
... 
,· 
V 
C 
T = 1 n sec 
T = 3 n s~c T = 5 n q~C· 
I 
; -I • ! . 
-------------------------------------------.,--.-. .-........ ..;....;._ .T 
Fig. 15 Theoretical Curve for V As Fune tion of· ~Pulse: Duna tion C 
: I> 
/· 
II-D.3 Intermediate Stage 
The intermediate stage consd.'.:s·ts of· :t:l)·e. t.rartsi·st·o.r ·Q2 and its 
bia.si'ng circu-it-ry a·s· shown in figure 16. 
12K 
-25V +12.SV +25V 
-->•r 
C 
-
-
10 
Fig. 16 Intermediate Stage w.th Biasing Circuitry 
The ·qu.:(es cien t ou·t1Jut voltage of t.he stag-e 1has :to be near a ·~·ta_b:le 
q.ho.s.en... ·The: diode D2, placed· t .. o p.r_otect the transistor Q2, is natur-
···· .all_y· .forwa.rd :bi·ased and wi.11 be co·nd~cting for a1·1 voltages higher 
.c:ons·1dering transistor Q2 as two back to back diodes, since it. i·s ·- · 
·oper~ting in the linear region, its transfer characteristics will look 
. .. .. 7,9 
::t±k:e figure 17 • 
-2.6-
Fig. 17 Current Transfer 
Characteristics of Q2 
I 
C 
t:f one. c:ons:iders ·the. J.ncomfng ·pulse to b.e th.at of· figu.re· ::L·4a, f:t ,i:.s: 
possible 'to .f.ind ·o.u.-t gr.:aphicitlly the o4tP.J.ft ctir:t'ertt ~.$ il_l:us tt.:a:t-ed: i·n 
'f i.gur,e 1s: •. 
I 
C 
I 
C 
t 
J· .. 
"-
- - , ~-- ·,, •· • • ·• ~";-;<r• :- • ;"- " ·- '• -•·' ,-·"·;", •:' ! · • • ·;-.. .~·- 0· .,.-'...,.. ;.... • '• • ' - ---·- • -
t 
Fig. 18 Graphical Determination of Output Current of Q2 
___ ,.. ... 
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II-D.4 Integrator 
The integrator consists of· th·e cfrc·uit s:hown. in figure 19 •. 
22 22 
l 
8.3K 
1 D3 
FJ;g. 1·9 ·Int.egrati.ng Cir.cu.it:. 
22K= R 1 
• 7K 
:1)3 i.s. ~ z .. e.ner .diod-e ·o·.f ·1 •. 5. vol ts·. Q4 .i~ ·tn.e in.te_gra ting ·trarrs 1-st.o.r. 
a-t the threshold of co.nduction. 
. . -· - ' : 
The current t·rc:1:nsfer characteri·stics of Q4 is g~v.en in figure 20. 
Fig. 20 
. . . : . - . .. . . ... . ..• 
I 
C 
.• --; .• ____ --.-····-·- --------•-,o•·-~ ..... 
-5 
-10 
.......... Circuit Transfer Characteristics of ·Q4· ··~:~··ti 
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The. cl1r:.r~n:t 181 :is. the· current.- le coming from the intermediate 
· ... : .. ' 
stage s_bOWi;i: ·in f·igute .16, given by equations 12a and 13. The output 
current l 1·.,. of Q4 is given by a !El' where a. is the D.C. current gain C O 0 
o.f Q·4. The general behavior of a
0 
with :t~«a in,pu·t. cu~rrent was given in 
·f±:gµre 6. Therefore, the ou~p1~t cur1'.:·~n·t_: :is .not a llne~.t .fUP.G tion of 
,th~ inpµ:t: ct1rrent. The praq·t-ic.a.:1 -in.t~grator will not ·e,cactly follow 
eguc;ition. 14... This brings: -a·1tot_her· limitation to the c.ircuit. The 
f :.o· re.· .. ·one has 
'' ' . ' ' ' .. 
6 
t.' 
··.r· 
f (1 '"" e-t/T}dt a .. (l) 
.... . . .. :o.· 
t . t-t 
Joo( - ··r/T· -: .. ·r (·· .·.) . + .. · : .1-e: · · · ) e .. ·_ · Cl_ . I. :d:t t·.. 
. T :q _ ..... 
r 
A·s:. ,descr1J?ed: _in _$ectiort .. r:t~.bf3, tb.e inte·~a't··fon is stoppe:d: a.t the 
t.:im·e .T wh~u the, i:np.tit :p>:u·1se: :start$ to fall.. Therefore, select:i.ng .T· -:in 
pl~·c.e: :o:f .. ±n·f:t.n:_ity .a:s .. th'e. µpp~r l.!mi.t- of_ the ·s~-c;,p.nd in tegr.al :iii equa t~qn 
16·,, we o:-bta-iri V{T} .• · 
In thf.s :n:um.eri~~-1. ~valuat:i·o.n. tr ·was t~lt~n. as: ·1 n sec ap:cl ·rt wa:s :t:al<e11 
as: :3·: n. s·ec: .• -. 
. . ,• . ' .... -. -
The .rol--l~of·f is due ·t9 t:h_e. nten.tfo:ned norilin~car·ity -cas ·well as due· 
·to the prema.tu·re interruption of· the integration at: the time T. For 
pulse duratio;ns greater than ·fhe :5:Q n sec. , the d:ev:i:atio:n from the 
ideal case: is less tha_n" 4.%-. F·or ·pµlse durations between 50 n sec and :i 
~ 
. 
:- . . . . . 10 n ~-~~ _ _! ___ ,__ __ th~ devia-t:·io:rt. is: 1,e~:s. ·than 21%. For pulse dura tion,s:- be ........ - , ·,·----~ - · ·· -------- --.·-··· ---· ....-;-;··:_,....,-_-:·:·-::-_-,-~·:·-.·.-:---~·- ·"'. . . -
tween 1 n sec and. :10 n s··e.c:, ft is less than 66% • 
I 
w 
0 
I 
V /V 
C 
2 
1 
•.},. 
i 
= K in 
' 10 
·r 
' 
• I 
' • 
....... 
• I I 
100 T 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Fig. 21 \Variation qf K With Pulse Duration, Theoretical. 
Choosing a transistor th·a.t. has a rathe·r constant. ei0 for smalJ,, 
input currents will improve the behavior. In the "off'' condition the 
transistor should exhibit low leakage, so as .no:t .to .discharge c1 • 
The output curren·t Ic' for th~ example carri.e4. :out in this section, 
can be calculated gra,phically· a-s was' .dope. ±n ·ti.~1:re 18. Figure 22 
s:hows this ._. 
I 
C 
t 
I 
C 
.- """ ............ - ·-···--·- ,--- .- -! :-.-·--·-'.".""•. - •. ,d, .. - .- ~ ~-- .-."·~- ·-. .-_._.... 
( 
:. ____ .:;._,_ ---·--
Fig. 22 Graphical Calculation of Output Cu~rent for Q4 
:.. 
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' . ~
t 
.C~hoo:s·ing_ a tr~nsist_or ·that ha:s a :.ta ther c·.ons.;tcin.t ·cx
0
: .-for small 
,irtp.tit t~t.itrents will improve- ·the ben.c:1yi_o~. In the ''.off'' condition thEf 
transistor should exh-ibit lo.w lea-kage., .. s·o: .a:s not· to· d·i_sc:ha-rge c1 . 
·the output cµr.ren:t:: l .. , f,o·r 'the .exampJe carried out· in th,is 1;ec'.tlon, 
. C . . 
-c·an b:e; c'1lc·µla.te.d graphic>al.ly as ·was ·done .in f igu.re 18. .Figµ.r:e :2:2 
I 
C 
t 
I 
C 
Fig. 22 Graphical Calculation of Output Current for Q4 
( 
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Th·:e· role of: D1. was to elminate the positive pulse which is gener-
ated at the end ·of the input pulse. The idealized transfer character-
'i .. stics of the diode Dl is shown in figure 23. 
Fig. 23 Idealized Di:ode ·Characteristics and G:.i:·aphic:.al 
Anal.ysi·s of Input Voltage 
The incoming curren.t to· 'the junction of Q4 .a·nd . Ill . is. s,~.parate.d: 
par:t goes to. c1 t.h.r.o.ugh Q4. The :po·s.:Ltive: ·patt go~s t·:o ground through., 
bl ·s±ncE? we want: to measur,e t·he peak or· in;pQt which i·$ ·negat.iv~·. ·The 
collector current of Q4 ::i,s .fed .into the RC c:trcuit shown in fi.g\lre 24. 
C I 
2.4K 
Rl = 22K 
.. 
4.7K 
Fig. 24 Storage Capacitance Circuit 
-3.2-
.. 
, .. 
' ' 
• 
The time constant o~ this circuit is desired to be very farge to 
give a horizontal response. By choosing c1 = 150 pF and R1 = 22 K; 
one has T = 450 n sec. As the current is fed to the circuit, the ca-
pacitor will charge to voltage V as given by equation 16. When the C 
pulse terminates, the capacitor will discharge with the time constant 
T = 450 n sec. See photographs A-1 through A-8 
The time constant for the transistors Q3 and Q4 are calculated 
through equations 2, 2a, 7, 9 and 10 and found to be: 
t 
r 
t 
on 
-
-
-
-
0.007 n sec 
0.111 n sec 
0.118 n sec 
t 
s 
-
-
-
0.001 n sec 
0.007 n sec 
0.008 n sec 
Total switching time is t
0 n + toff = 0.126 n sec. This is fast 
enough to be neglected in the overall evaluation of the circuit. 
II-D.5 Output Stage 
The output stage is required to isolate the load. The input im-
pedence of the output stage should be high in order not to discharge 
c1 . Therefore a Darlington pair is used as shown in figure 25. 
-5V 
lK 
... 
Q6 
lK 
30K lK 
2K 1 -•• 
Fig. 25 Output Stage 
• 
+25V 
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·1.II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP ,RES:ULTs· 
III-A. Circuit Layout and Measuring Equipment 
The circuit layout was designed giving much care to eltmtnate 
s·tr:ay capa·citances :~nd inductances. Blo.cking capacitors wer:e- used at 
-t;nc.tny p.oint to prov,ide short ground path·s. The input ·is matc:hed -to 
50: .ohms::.. F,ig_ure 26 s:bows the printe·d circuit· mask and the a·rrang·eme·nt 
.. 
G-
-
-25' 
Fig. 26 Printed Circuit Mask and Compone-qt L~.you_t 
,-
:,J: :'f:he p.ul,se generator used was a Hewlitt-Packard Model 215A with a 
·pu·lse -duration ranging from 1 n sec to 100 n sec. The generator had a 
pu·~l_"t~i.n a-ttenua tor ranging from O dB to 12 dB. The maximum peak 
volta·:ge. was. :2,5 volts. For pulse durations less than 7 n sec, the ampl_i--
·--3:4~ 
\ 
tude of pulses dropped with llt:1. The risetime was 1 n sec. 
The monitoring scope was a dual sampling Model 661 by Textronic, 
Inc. The risetime of the plug-in unit type 4Sl was 0.35 n sec. A 
model 5Tl timing unit was used. 
III-B. Setting the Q4 Bias Current 
If the bias current through Q4 is set too low, small pulses will 
not drive the transistor into conduction, the input-output curve will 
be nonlinear at small voltages. If it is set too high, CI will be dis-
charged through Q4, reducing the duration of the "stretched" pulse. 
A compromise is achieved through the following steps: After-warm-up 
period the pulse generator is adjusted to deliver a small pulse (figure 
27a) just barely observable at .the output of the pulse stretcher. A 
possible response to this minimum input pulse is shown in figure 27b. 
The potentiometer Pl in figure 8 is then used to adjust the bias ~ 
current. In figure 27c the current is too high. Although a maximum 
voltage drop is now observed, the response is not horizontal. A 
proper setting is shown in figure 27d. 
-35-
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Fig. 27 Photograph of Q4 Biasing Current Adjustment 
III-C. Calibration Curves 
The output peak voltage was measured as a function of the input 
peak voltage for different durations. Pulse duration was defined as 
the time interval between the points at which the instantaneous value 
on le~ding and trailing edges were 2/3 of the peak pulse amplitude. 
Figure 28 shows the results. The risetime and fall time was 
always 1 n sec. There is reasonable linearity up to about 2 volt out-
put. One notices, that the calibration factor, K, decreases toward 
short pulse durations. It asymptotically approaches ~.4~_ v_/y at larg_~ 
. -· ~ . -- . ·-----·· . . . ·-. - -
durations. Figure 29 shows Kasa function of pulse duration. 
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Fig. 29 Calibration Factor K vs. Pulse Length T (Experimental) 
To observe the influence of the input risetime, a circuit was 
· designed12 to extend the risetime of the signal as shown in figure 30. 
L 
-c 
z = son 
R z = son 
0------:-------------10 
fig. 30 Risetime Multiplier Circuit 
The risetime of the output pulse in figure 30 is given by 
T = 2.2T . . • Therefore, once the desired output risetime is r r circuit 
chosen, the values of L and C can be determined from T 
r circuit 
-
-
RC= L/R. For a risetime of 5 n sec, L = 0.15 µHand C = 9 pF. For a 
rise time of 25 n sec, L = 0 .5 µH and C =- 220 pF. Figure 31 shows a 
photograph of a pulse with 25 n sec risetime. Figure 32 shows the 
calibration curves with 5 and 25 n sec risetime. K drops slightly 
as compared to 1 n sec risetime (compare figure 28). 
i 
• IV. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THEORY 
The experimental curve representing the variation of calibration 
factor, K, with pulse duration, is obtained from the calibration curves, 
the slope being equal to K. (figure 28). The resulting curve for K was 
given in figure 29. The theoretical curve for the calibration factor, 
K, was obtained in section II-D.4 by the numerical evaluation of equa-~2: 
tion 16 (figure 21). Since the theory does not account for the overall 
gain, the curve of figure 21 is redrawn on a scale for K that bri~gs 
the asymptotic value of K to __ tJt~ _measured _ 5_.4_5_ V /V .. _.(£igur-e 3-3) .--. F-ig-u-re ., ... ·-- ... - -~- -- .... -.... ____ ,. ____ .... ---- ..... ---· . -- .. ---- ·---·~-- .. _........ .. .... ---------
I.~ 
33 also contains th_e measured points. 
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Figure 34 shows the deviation between theory and experiment. It 
can be concluded that the presented theory well explains the behavior 
of the pulse stretcher at all measured pulse durations. 
The observed deviation is obviously due to the only neglected 
phenomenom: the finite risetime ·of the transistors. It is interesting 
to .note, though, how little effects these risetimes seem to have. 
15 
10 
5 
rig. 31 25n sec ~isetime Pulse 
% error 
5 10 15 20 30 35 0 T 
Fig. 34 Experimental Error As Function of Pulse Duration 
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IV-A. Discussion of Performance Limitations 
The limitations to the circuit can be best .analyzed if we consi~ 
der three regions where a distinct mechanism predominates (compare 
figure 29). These regions are as follows: 
' 1) Region I: Pulse duration greater than 10 n sec 
In this region the roll-off is dominated by the drop in 
-r the current gain, a, of the transistor, for small currents. 0 
The mechanism was explained in section II-A.2 and shown in 
figure 6. 
• 
Since this drop in a is a characteristic of all 0 
transistors it is difficult to significantly improve this 
limitation. 
2) Region II: Pulse duration between 2 n sec and 10 n sec 
In this region the dominating mechanism is the premature 
ending of the integration process due to the onset of the 
positive pulse after the differentiator. In section II-D.2 
the mechanism was explained and results were given in figure 
15. To improve on the limitation the differentiation time 
constant T should be made small (choosing R small) resulting 
in a higher current. Since this current drives the transistor 
saturation current. That, unfortunately, tends to reduce the 
high frequency ljmit of an amplifier. 
3) Region III: Pulse duration less than 2 n sec 
In this region the dominating mechanism is the "turn-on" 
\ 
_.........__ ____ ~---·-- --· ---- - ·---------········· --·----· --- -- ---· - ......... . 
_ --·- ____ ~in:i~ _e>f. ~Ile _ tra11s_~~-:l:<J;J;, ___ wliich __ .i_s_._the _ _slllll_of _r_ise- .. and--del-ay----- -------- -·-·--·--··-· ----------·-··· 
times. In section II-C.l and II-C.2 the mechanism of delay 
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• 
~nd ·rise time were explained. T-his limitation can be improv-
ed by choosing a transistor with high ~E' high fT and low 
.tr.ansi tion capacitance&. Microwave transistors have all 
tJ1~_se characteristics. Therefore, use of microwave or UHF 
trans-istors will improve· the ·1_;ti:ni.t·at-ion· considerably. M. Uno. 
and R. Koike18 .were able to detect pulses of 2.5 n sec in 
duration b.y the· p.t1lse stretcher using UHF and Microwave tJrans-
is tor~. 
·v·. CON'CLUS:!ONs· 
T,he calibrati·on :c:urves given in figures 28 .and 32 show a reaso.rt-· . - ~· ...... ·. I 
al;>le li_near_.i:ty up to· 2 v·o.lts of output. For ou·t.put:s up to 150 mV :th·e 
c·alibration curves shou·ld b·e :us:~d with caution. The setting of th~ 
transistor .Q4 bias·. :curre_n-.t very :~trongly affects the linearity irt ·this 
·range. The effect is com.para·b:le to zero offset. !herefore, a. s-tab_,le 
pias .c:urie:n:t :should ·b·e: .maintained, ~t. a.11 times_. .To .ensure· -s·ta.bil.ity 
:qf ·the z~ro poi.nt·:, the· ·procedµte explaine·d in, -section III-B_ :should b_e, 
obeye·d -c.a-:refully :and checked after each measurement. 
·The· r.e:s·ponsEe- 9£ t_h.e circuit depended on the rise time of the input 
pu,lses.. ,As inp_µ·t.: ri_setime increased, the output decreased (figure 29). 
_Fo.:r· an· tncr--ease o·f· 5 t:imes in input risetime, the· output decreased less 
·than ·4%. 
We can measure peak heights of pulses by tbis circuit provided 
that pulse duration is larger than 8 n sec (fi~re 35.) • _____ Th~ ___ me.~_§y_,;_:: ______________________________ ..... . 
~--------~·--------------------· ·- -------·-.;: --- _._._ :-------·----------.. ----------------···-------.------· -...--·--·-------·----.. ----- --~ l' ' ' - ... ' ... 
. 
-
able pulse heights range from several millivolts to at least 4 Volts 
-4.'l+-
p.eak-. 
Pulses of down to 1 n sec duration can. be >Scl'fely detected, but 
t.he ·peak. volJ:age measured will strongly depend on ·duration. 
I 
Th·~ circuit will 1perform better in range and smaller pulse dura-
ti:on i.f UHF. ,or microwave transistors and smaller CD were used. 
1 -
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APPENDIX 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF TRACES 
I1t ·all of the following photographs the top trace of each photo 
is the input and the bottom trace is the output response unless other-
wise noted. The time setting in all of the photographs is 10 n sec/cm 
unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure A -1 
Response to 1 n sec pulse 
TOP: output observed at 
50 mV/cm 
input observed at 
200 mV/cm 
BOTTOM: output observed at 
20 mV/cm 
input observed at 
200 mV/cm 
• 
Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Division 
' ,. . . . 
l 
t 
I 
Figure A -2 ! 
Response to · ln sec pulse 
TOP: ~ ! 
t 
( 
input observed at 
500 mV/cm I 
output observed at ; 
' 100 mV/cm i 
BOTTOM: tnput .ol>se:rved .at.~ .. .... . 
2000 mV/cm 
output observed 
at 200 mV/cm 
1 Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Division 
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Figure A -4 
Response to 3n sec pulse 
TOP: input observed at 
100 mV /cm 
output observed at 
10 mV/cm 
BOTTOM: input observed at 
500 mV/cm 
output observed at 
100 mV/cm 
Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Division 
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Figure A :-3 
I Response to 2n sec pulse I 
TOP: input observed at 
200 mV /cm 
output observed at 
50 mV /cm 
BOTTOM: input observed 
at 200 mV/cm 
output observed 
at 20 mV /cm 
I 
Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Division 
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Figure A-6 
Response to 10n sec pulse 
TOP: input observed at 
lOOmV/cm 
output observed at 
100 mV/cm 
BOTTOM: input observed at 
50 mV/cm 
output observed at 
10 mV/cm 
Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Division 
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Figure A-5 
Response to 8n sec pulse 
TOP: input observed at 50m.V/cm 
t 
output observed at lOmV/cm I 
BOTTOM: 
Time Scale: 
input observed at 
lOOmV/cm 
output observed at 
50mV /cm 
I 
10 nsec Major Division 
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Figure A-7 
Response to 10n sec pulse 
TOP: input observed at 
200mV/cm 
output observed at 
100 mV/cm 
BOTTOM: input observed at 
50mV/cm 
output observed at 
; 5 mV/cm I 
Time Scale: 10 nsec Major Divsion 
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Figure A-8 
Response to 25n sec pulse 
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Figure A-10 
TOP: response of the circuit 
to Sn sec pulse observed 
at 5 µ sec/cm for less 
than 10 KHz excitation 
BOTTOM: re~ponse of the circuit 
to Sn sec pulse observed 
at 50µ sec/cm for more 
than 10 KHz excitation 
-· . ... ----- - .. - -- - ---- -----
Figure A-9 
Observation of amplitude fall 
of input pulse. 
TOP: figure shows the pulse 
greater than 7n sec 
BOTTOM: figure shows the pulse 
at less than 7n sec 
observed at the same 
I 
amplitude scope setting$ 
I Time Scale: 5 n sec Major Division 
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